
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2008 1:22 PM PT 
To: Marie Dion Gevisser - 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20mdg-dental.pdf 
Cc: rest; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Adam L Tucker; Guy Friedman; 
Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington 
DC.; Mossad; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South 
Africa; Dad - http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-
%20dad-doright.pdf 
Subject: A good time to...---... 
 
Buy gold bullion, better yet the very best of oil paintings such as yours so 
extraordinarily well priced right now which should change when you and I next get 
together. 
 
Gold last trading at US$937.50 and the “trend” looks like it is going lower fast! 
 
Think about who sets the trend beginning with the decision to begin murdering the 
study of classical art training in favor of us being “emotional” to the point that after 
a century now of being poorly bred we can’t even find the emotion to do anything 
about the atrocities inflicted on such beautiful black skinned peoples of South 
Africa, instead these “emotionless” continue to show not only their “true colors” but 
their increasing desperateness, realizing how exposed they are to my extraordinary 
“footprint” on the Internet. 
 
And having not realized how transparent they remain by their “deafening silences”, 
having to emerge every so often when asking, “Please Sir, can I have some 
more?”, such flat line, sly English plotters who know only from always getting what 
they want, NOW rapidly “FEELING OUT” their EXPONENTIALLY decreasing number 
of friends to see how much they are aware of, and trying to spin things accordingly; 
finding inevitably, and rather quickly, very temporary relief in those “like-minded” 
who assure them that it doesn’t matter what people like you and me think, all the 
while those doing the “reassuring” are doing nothing other than trying to convince 
themselves. 
 
Wouldn’t it be so very nice if everyone presented today their balance sheet so we 
can all see who is getting bought in “real time” to remain “deafeningly silent”? 
 
Let’s give away the Pathfinder if we have to today! Adam might be interested. 
 
How about you and I go around the world in 80 days maybe pass through 
Melbourne, Australia and pick up from my Dad a rather large photograph of me 
jumping over 5 barrels on ice, I believe? 



 
 
Ps – One of Marjorie Chase’s ice shows that I was in as a kid was called, “Around 
the world in 80 days” and the more I think about the more convinced I am it was 
the ice show that had me jumping over barrels that of course didn’t go unnoticed 
by only my Royal Mater-Mother who also wasn’t alone in figuring out there are 
increased risks, especially on a battlefield, to be ever so careful when around non-
athletes, especially those who “play pro”. 
 
[Word count 405] 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lavon_Affair 
 
http://just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.shtml 
 
 

 

 


